Abstract. Plants, algae, and fungi are essential for nearly all life on earth. Through photosynthesis, plants and algae convert solar energy to chemical energy in the form of organic compounds that sustains essentially all life on earth. In addition, plants and algae convert the carbon dioxide produced by respiring organisms to oxygen that is needed for respiration. Fungi decompose complex organic compounds produced by respiring organisms so that molecules can be recycled in photosynthesis and respiration. Plants, algae, and fungi have one important feature in common, their cells have walls. Expansive growth and its regulation are central to the life and development of plant, algal, and fungal cells, i.e. cells with walls. In recent decades there has been an explosion of information relevant to expansive growth of cells with walls. Mathematical models have been constructed in an attempt to organize and evaluate this information, to gain insight, to evaluate hypotheses, and to assist in the selection and development of new experimental studies. In this article some of the mathematical models constructed to study expansive growth of cells with walls are reviewed. It is nearly impossible to review all relevant research conducted in this area. Instead, the review focuses on the development of mathematical equations that have been used to model expansive growth, morphogenesis, and growth rate regulation of cells with walls. Also, relevant experimental findings are reviewed, conceptual models are presented, and suggestions for future research are proposed. The authors have attempted to provide an overview that is accessible to researchers that are not working in this field.
Introduction
Expansive growth and its regulation are fundamental to development, morphogenesis, and environmental responses of plant, algal and fungal cells. Prior research demonstrates the need for mathematical models 2. Global biophysical models for expansive growth rate
Growth equations
Lockhart [38] derived the first set of physically based mathematical equations that model expansive growth of cells with walls. The biophysical equations model two underlying physical processes of expansive growth, water uptake and wall deformation, (2.1) Equation (2.1) describes a relationship between the relative rate of change in water volume within the cell, (dV w /dt)/V , and the relative rate of water uptake. Equation (2.1) is written in relative terms, i.e. the terms are divided by the magnitude of the volume, V ; t is the time, L is the relative membrane hydraulic conductance (L = L p A/V ), L p is the membrane hydraulic conductivity, A is the membrane area, ∆Π is the osmotic pressure difference across the membrane (the solute reflection coefficient is assumed to be unity and omitted from these equations), P is the turgor pressure (a gauge pressure relative to atmospheric pressure as measured with a pressure probe, P I − P atm , where P I is the pressure inside the plasma membrane and P atm is defined to be zero).
1 V dV cwc dt rate of change in cell wall chamber volume = φ (P − P c ) irreversible deformation rate .
(2.2)
Equation (2.2) describes the relative rate of change in volume of the cell wall chamber, (dV cwc /dt)/V , as equal to the relative irreversible deformation rate of the wall. The biophysical variable, φ, is the relative irreversible extensibility of the wall and P C is the critical turgor pressure which is related to the yield threshold, Y . Because the rates of change in volume of the cell wall chamber and water are approximately equal, (dV cwc /dt)/V ≈ (dV w /dt)/V ), Eq. (2.1) may be substituted into Eq. (2.2) to obtain an expression for the equilibrium pressure, P eq ,
Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are termed the Growth Equations [73] and provide a mathematical model for the growth rate of cells with walls. The two underlying physical processes of water uptake rate (Eq. (2.1)) and irreversible wall deformation rate (Eq. (2.2)) are interdependent during growth and the presence of P in each of the equations couples them to reflect this condition. Equation (2.2) is a global equation that can be viewed as a biophysical constitutive equation for the cell wall. Equation (2.2) has shown utility in modeling experimental results because the expansive growth rate, (dV cwc /dt)/V , changes when φ and P change in magnitude (when P > P C ). The underlying local constitutive equation for Eq. (2.2) is that of a Bingham fluid [5] . Researchers have used Eq. (2.2) to explore the behavior of expansive growth rate after changing the turgor pressure and/or mechanical properties of the wall e.g. [27, 29, 53, 56, 73] . Other researchers have employed Eq. (2.2) in global or local form as the constitutive equation for the cell wall to investigate multi-dimensional expansive growth (morphogenesis) e.g. [19, 60] , growth rate regulation (during pollen tube oscillatory growth e.g. [34] and sporangiophore development e.g. [56] ), and the molecular mechanism employed by plant cells to regulate mechanical properties of the wall e.g. [59] .
Augmented Growth Equations.
Subsequently, Ortega [45, 51] augmented the Growth Equations with additional terms (Augmented Growth Equations). Equation (2.1) was augmented with a transpiration term that accounts for the water loss to the environment from cells with walls that are directly exposed to the atmosphere [51] Equation (2.4) describes the relative rate of change in water volume, (dV w /dt)/V , of the cell as the difference between the rate of water uptake and transpiration rate [46] [47] [48] 51] . Where T is the relative rate of change in water volume lost via transpiration (relative volumetric transpiration rate), i.e. T = (dV T /dt)/V . Equation (2.4) has shown utility for fungal sporangiophores because the water uptake occurs near the base of the long cylindrical cell and water is lost through transpiration from the stalk exposed to the atmosphere. Pressure probe methods employing Equation (2.4) have been developed to study transpiration in sporangiophores. There is good agreement between the predicted and measured turgor pressure behavior e.g. [47, 51] . In the case when the cell is not exposed to the atmosphere, then T = 0 and Equation (2.1) is recovered. Equation (2.2) was augmented with a term that accounts for elastic deformation within the growing wall [14, 45] Equation (2.5) describes the relative rate of change in volume of the cell wall chamber, (dV cwc /dt)/V , as the sum of irreversible deformation rate and reversible (elastic) deformation rate of the wall [45] [46] [47] [48] . The biophysical variable ε is the volumetric elastic modulus. In the case when turgor pressure does not change, then dP/dt = 0 and Equation (2.2) is recovered. The underlying local constitutive equation for Equation (2.5) is that of a Maxwell-Bingham viscoelastic model [45] . Because the relative rate of change in volume of the cell contents (mostly water) and cell wall chamber are approximately equal, a biophysical equation describing the rate of change of turgor pressure is obtained by combining Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.5) with the elimination of (dV w /dt)/V and (dV cwc /dt)/V , because (dV w /dt)/V ≈ (dV cwc /dt)/V [47, 48] , Equation (2.6) states that the rate of change of turgor pressure is proportional to the difference in magnitudes of water uptake rate and the irreversible deformation rate of the wall and volumetric transpiration rate. Equation (2.6) may be solved to determine the turgor pressure change after an instantaneous change in the magnitude of the one or more of the inclusive biophysical variables and/or the relative volumetric transpiration rate [48] , P (t) = (P 0 − P neq ) exp [−ε(φ + L)t] + P neq ,
where
Equation (2.7) describes an exponential change in turgor pressure from P 0 (turgor pressure at t = 0) to P neq (new equilibrium turgor pressure). The exponential decay has a time constant, t c = [ε(φ + L)] −1 . The expression for P neq (Eq. (2.8)) describes the equilibrium turgor pressure for a growing cell that is transpiring [48] . Interestingly, Eq. (2.8) establishes a relationship between the equilibrium turgor pressure and the transpiration rate. It can be seen that an increase or decrease in transpiration rate will decrease or increase the new equilibrium turgor pressure, respectively. In the special case where there is not any transpiration, Eq. (2.8) reduces to Eq. (2.3).
In the past these global biophysical equations have been adapted to study wall deformation in one direction (unidirectional growth or elongation growth) [27, 29, 47, 53, 55, 56, 63] . Sometimes it is mistakenly thought that these unidirectional equations only model unidirectional stress on the cell wall, thus producing wall deformation behavior and measured magnitudes of inclusive biophysical variables that are not accurate for actual cells experiencing multi-directional wall stresses and multi-directional wall deformation. This is not true. The turgor pressure is the driving force for the wall deformation in these global biophysical equations and the turgor pressure produces the same multi-directional wall stresses experienced by the wall in vivo. Furthermore, the resulting wall deformation is also multi-directional, however only one direction of the wall deformation is explicitly described and measured, i.e. only one component of the resulting multi-directional deformation is described and measured. So these biophysical equations implicitly account for multi-directional wall stresses and wall deformations produced by turgor pressure, thus the wall deformation (deformation rate and elongation rate) and obtained magnitudes of the inclusive global biophysical variables in the Augmented Growth Equations are accurate for the direction measured.
To illustrate, consider a cylindrical cell wall 10 mm in length and 150 µm in diameter with a turgor pressure of 0.3 MPa (these values represents the dimensions and turgor pressure of a typical nongrowing stage III sporangiophore of P. blakesleeanus). Increasing the turgor pressure by 0.1 MPa with a pressure probe expands the wall 15 µm in length and 2 µm in radius (again typical values obtained from a stage III sporangiophore). The stage III sporangiophore does not grow and the wall deformations are elastic. The longitudinal component of the elastic modulus, ε L , can be calculated using Eq. (2.5) modified for elongation growth and shown in Fig. 2 (panels B and C), ε L = (L i /∆L)∆P = (10 mm/0.015 mm)(0.1 MPa) = 66.7 MPa, where L is the length of the cell wall and the subscript "i" refers to "initial". Similarly, the radial component of the elastic modulus, ε R , can be calculated with the equation,
MPa, where A is the cross-sectional area and the subscript "f " refers to "final". The reciprocal of the global volumetric modulus for the whole cell wall may be obtained from the sum of the directional reciprocals,
It is noted that the magnitude of ε calculated from its directional components (ε L and ε R ) is the same as the magnitude obtained from the cell wall volume, V , and change in cell wall volume, ∆V , due to a change in turgor pressure, ε = (V i /∆V )∆P = 18.0 (0.1 MPa) = 1.8 MPa. Importantly, additional information concerning the anisotropic mechanical behavior of the wall is obtained when the directional components (ε L and ε R ) are determined. This anisotropic information may be used to guide and help validate constitutive relationships used in mathematical models.
In Vivo Stress Relaxation and In Vivo Creep.
In material science, the mechanical behavior and constitutive relationship for complicated composite materials similar to cell walls are often determined by stress relaxation and creep tests. In a stress relaxation test, a constant deformation (strain) is applied and the resulting load (stress) is measured as a function of time. In a creep test, a constant load (stress) is applied and the resulting deformation (strain) is measured as a function of time. The creep test and stress relaxation test were adapted to investigate the mechanical behavior of cell walls and to determine the constitutive equation for cell walls in living and growing cells, i.e. in vivo stress relaxation and in vivo creep experiments.
In vivo stress relaxation experiments are conducted by eliminating water uptake and transpiration from growing cells and measuring the turgor pressure as a function of time, P (t), with the pressure probe [14, 15, 53] . In vivo stress relaxation experiments have been conducted on individual cells [53] and cells in plant tissue [14, 15] . The time dependent turgor pressure, P (t), is shown during stress relaxation of cells within the growth zone of pea stems in Fig. 1 from [14] . The turgor pressure of individual cells are measured with the pressure probe. The results demonstrate an exponential decay in P to a constant value, P C .
Importantly, the Growth Equations (Eqs. (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3)) cannot model this turgor pressure behavior. On the other hand, good agreement is obtained between the experimental results and the a substantial solute concentration (8) . Osmolality was converted to osmotic pressure (ir) at 25°C by standard formula.
The profile for relative elongation rate was measured as fol- Cosgrove (1985) [14] , copyrighted by the American Society of Plant Biologists and is reprinted with permission.
predicted behavior for an in vivo stress relaxation experiment using the Augmented Growth Equations (Eqs. (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6)). Inspection of Eq. (2.6) shows that when both water uptake and transpiration are eliminated during an in vivo stress relaxation experiment, Eq. (2.6) becomes
The solution for P (t) is given by
The solution describes an exponential decay of the turgor pressure from some initial value, P i , to the critical turgor pressure, P C . The exponential decay has a time constant of t c = (εφ) −1 . Many walled cells exhibit expansive growth predominately by elongating, e.g. cells in elongating plant tissue (stems and roots), pollen tubes, root hairs, internode algal cells, fungal hyphae, and fungal sporangiophores. In vivo creep experiments are conducted on elongating single cells by producing a step-up or step-down in P (P 0 ± ∆P ) with a pressure probe and measuring the resulting elongation as a function of time, L(t) [53, 56, 63, 64] .
In vivo creep experiments conducted on internode cells of Chara corallina is shown in Fig. 2 from [63] . Fig. 2 A is the P -trace from the pressure probe (P vs. t) and shows a step-down in P followed by a step-up in P . The elongation as a function of time, L(t), is shown in Fig. 2 B, where the thin wiggly line beneath the darker lines is the measured L(t). It can be seen that a sharp decrease and increase in L occurs simultaneous to the P step-down and P step-up, respectively (elastic contraction and expansion of the wall). Also it is noted that the slope of the curve (dL/dt or elongation rate) decreases after the P step-down and increases after the P step-up. If the sharp decrease and increase in L after the P step-down and after the P step-up, respectively, (shown in Fig. 2 C) are removed from the L(t) curve in Fig. 2 B, then the L(t) curve in Fig. 1 D is produced. Again, the Growth Equations cannot model the elongation behavior shown in Fig. 2 B. Equation (2.2) does model the decrease and increase in elongation rate obtained after the decrease and increase in P , but it cannot model the sharp and immediate changes in length (elastic changes) that occur with step changes in P (Figs. 2 B and 2 C) . In contrast, the Augmented Growth Equation (Eq. (2.5)) modified for elongation growth rate (dL/dt) and shown at the top of panel B, can accurately model the experimental results shown in Fig. 2 [14, 15] , fungal sporangiophores [47, 49, 51, 53, 56] , and algal internode cells [63, 64] . In addition the Augmented Growth Equations have been modified to model expansive growth and water uptake of plant cells embedded in tissue and organs, where pressures within the apoplasm (cell walls and xylem) are frequently different from atmospheric pressure [48] . These modified Augmented Growth Equations for cells in tissue predict growth-induced water potentials [41, 44] and can model growth behavior obtained experimentally [74] . Ortega [47, 49] and Geitmann and Ortega [24] have reviewed these biophysical equations.
Overview.
The Growth Equations and Augmented Growth Equations are sets of biophysical equations that implicitly account for multi-directional wall stresses produced by turgor pressure and multi-directional wall deformations that produce a change in cell volume. Importantly, both sets of biophysical equations (Eqs. (2.1)-(2.3) and Eqs. (2.4)-(2.6)) model water uptake and wall expansion, and each set of equations are coupled by turgor pressure, thus explicitly demonstrating that they are interrelated processes. This is important because modelling expansive growth requires modelling both the processes of wall uptake and wall deformation (expansion).
The global constitutive relationship of the growing wall is revealed by the results of in vivo stress relaxation and in vivo creep experiments conducted with a pressure probe ( Figs. 1 and 2 ). The experimental results indicate that both irreversible and elastic deformations occur in growing cell walls. In the Growth Equations, the global constitutive equation for the cell wall (Eq. [14, 15, 42, 43] , algal cells [63, 64] , and fungal cells [47, 49, 51, 53, 55, 56] . Different pressure-probe experiments have been conducted to measure the magnitude and behavior of inclusive biophysical variables within the Augmented Growth Equations during development [56] , with growth mutants [55] , and during environmental responses [52] . Also, the Augmented Growth Equations have been extended to study whole plants growth behavior over long periods of time [36] and the affect of wall loosening agents on growth rate behavior [61] .
In general these biophysical equations have demonstrated utility in understanding the relationship between expansive growth rate (and its regulation), mechanical properties and behavior of the wall, and turgor pressure magnitude and behavior. However, these biophysical equations have inherited limitations change wall behavior, as demonstrated by Zhu and Boyer (1992) . The cells were alive and displayed protoplasmic streaming during the experiments (Zhu and Boyer, 1992). Thus, we observed normal growth and elastic effects. By accurately and continuously measuring cell dimensions, we could separate elastic effects experimentally and analytically.
In multicellular plants it is more difficult to separate elastic effects from growth. In some studies osmotica and freeze/thawing were used to eliminate P after a period of growth, and the remaining irreversible deformation was determined (Cleland, 1958 (Cleland, , 1959 Hohl and Schopfer, 1992) . This treatment prevented the tissue from being used further and was not suitable for intact plants. As a practical matter, it is worth noting that the method of estimating elastic deformation in C. corallina using P steps has promise for estimating elastic deformation in multicellular tissues.
Several models have been suggest enlargement (Passioura and Fry, 1992 1993; Passioura, 1994; Roberts, 1994 ; C Figure 9 shows their central molecul to the models, during a P step-up, mo tension in the matrix polysaccharide crofibrils (⌬L r , Fig. 9 , A and B) and displacement (⌬L i , Fig. 9 , A and B). decreases the range of kinetic motion the process is reversed, molecular m Fig. 9 , B and C) but the displacemen Fig. 9C ). These physical phenomena a not growth occurs. Their presence du imply that they control or contribute that they are expressed as separate e ongoing.
By comparison, growth appears t matic events, including the cutting Separating Growth from Elastic Deformation because they are global. They cannot model local spatial or temporal changes in the wall that can enhance our understanding of morphogenesis and of the molecular mechanism of wall loosening. Other examples of shortcomings are that they do not explicitly model wall thinning rate, wall deposition rate, or the relationship between wall structure, wall chemistry, and mechanical properties.
There are a growing number of models that are constructed to address some of these shortcomings. In general, expansive growth of cells with walls involves multidimensional wall mechanics and multidimensional deformation behavior coupled with relevant biological processes. Modelling of the relationship between multidimensional growth behavior, multidimensional macroscopic mechanical properties, and the molecular mechanisms associated with their regulation (wall deposition, wall assembly, wall loosening, and wall stiffening) represents a challenging multi-scale modeling problem. A complete model for expansive growth requires a system model that couple the relevant biological processes with concomitant wall mechanical property modifications. Because the relevant biological processes and molecular mechanisms are yet to be completely understood, it is most useful if the models are constructed and developed to provide physical and biological insight into expansive growth that can guide the development of new experimental investigations that identify and explore relevant biological processes and mechanisms.
Models for multidimensional wall deformation
Experimental evidence indicates that the shape of cells with walls is obtained by producing anisotropic mechanical deformation of the wall, e.g. [4, 28, 73] . Some experimental evidence indicates a relationship between the anisotropic mechanical properties of the wall and the orientation of microfibrils embedded within the wall matrix, e.g. [4, 10, 65, 67, 68, 73] . However, at least for plant cells, there is also evidence indicating that morphogenesis is more complicated and may also depend on dynamic processes involving the deposition rates of new wall polymers at specific locations, and the action of biologically active molecules, ions, proteins, and enzymes within the wall, e.g. [4, 18] . In general, it is thought that anisotropic mechanical deformation is achieved by temporal and spatial regulation of wall mechanical properties that in turn is achieved by regulating the processes of wall deposition, wall assembly, wall loosening, and wall stiffening. It follows that mathematical models for morphogenesis require mathematical constitutive equations for multidimensional wall deformations.
Irreversible wall deformations.
Some models for multidimensional wall deformation employ constitutive equations exhibiting flow of material that are typically considered to be viscous fluids, Bingham fluids, or rate dependent viscoplastic solids. The stress is considered to be a function of the velocity gradient tensor, or equivalently the rate of strain tensor. Models that exclusively employ these constitutive equations do not capture the load bearing elastic stresses. The mathematical description of multidimensional wall deformation is a challenging problem and the mathematical models are still early in development. A review of some more recent models illustrates diverse approaches to solving this problem. Pietruszka [60] has proposed a three-dimensional constitutive model that simplifies to Eq. (2.2) in the one-dimensional case, thus it may be considered a three-dimensional extension of the Bingham fluid model. It is emphasized that the proposed three-dimensional model is local whereas Eq. (2.2) is global. However, the expansive growth and irreversible wall deformation are driven directly by the effective turgor pressure (P − Y ), instead of wall stresses generated by turgor pressure. Using the global effective pressure, instead of local stresses, to drive three dimensional wall expansion limits this model because the spatial distribution of stresses cannot be modeled. The model may be written as
where u is the strain tensor, Φ is the extensibility tensor, P the scalar pressure and Y the scalar pressure threshold. u and Φ may be functions of position and time making the model local and allowing for modeling of experimentally observed changes in the wall extensibility. [19] developed a model for plant cell morphogenesis in tip growing cells that attempts to address the integration of two major processes, the deposition of new wall polymers at the inner wall surface and the anisotropic mechanical properties of the wall that may arise from the orientation of cellulose microfibrils within the wall matrix. They modeled the cell wall as a thin, transversely isotropic, viscoplastic membrane using an anisotropic multidimensional generalization of Bingham's equation. The wall thickness is invariant and the stresses and kinematic variables are considered constant through the wall thickness. The formulation models the tip as a dome with normal direction n, meridional direction s and circumferential direction θ with corresponding Von-Mises yielding criterion
where A, B and C are chosen to ensure that in the case of uniaxial stress the yielding criterion agrees with the one-dimensional Von-Mises yielding criterion. Their constitutive model uses the distortional energy as H = σ 2 e /2 and the viscoplastic strain ratesε k are assumed to be proportional to the overstress σ e − σ y multiplied by the direction of greatest energy dissipation given by the gradient of the distortion energy.ε
The coefficient of proportionality Φ is the wall extensibility. Mechanical equilibrium relates the meridional and circumferential wall stresses to the pressure and principal curvatures
where κ θ and κ s are the principal curvatures and P is the turgor pressure. The curvatures change throughout the dome thus the distribution of stresses is not uniform in the dome even though the pressure is uniform along the cell wall. Material velocities are related to the strain rates and the resulting system of ordinary differential equation may be integrated numerically to obtain the evolving tip shape. The deformations considered are not infinitesimal but given that elastic contributions to the deformations were not included they did not need to consider the nonlinearities associated with elastic-plastic deformations. The wall deposition is not explicitly modeled, but is implicitly accounted for by simply maintaining a constant wall thickness. Also, the wall deformation anisotropy is not modeled using a microfibril model but instead using a flow coupling parameter to control the ratio of yield stresses in coordinate directions. Through the use of a flow rule the flow coupling parameter was related to the ratio of strain rates in the coordinate directions. Thus, the spatial distribution of anisotropic mechanical properties and relevant biological processes are not explicitly modeled. Also, the system of equations describing expansive growth and morphogenesis constitute a feedback loop, which makes it difficult to predict cell shape from the flow coupling alone. This model can generate many of the shapes found during growth and development of cells with walls, even the formation of the spherical sporangium of fungal sporangiophores and beaded elongation growth exhibited by some tip-growing cells, e.g. pollen tubes. Given the dependence of stress on strain rates, and not strains, this model is not directed towards capturing the physics associated with stress relaxation and creep experiments previously described.
Campas and Mahadevan [8] present an axisymmetric thin shell model for tip-growing cells. They consider the cell wall to be a viscous fluid with a non-homogeneous viscosity to model the spatially varying enzymatic regulation of cross-links. Material addition (wall deposition) is included with a nonhomogeneous mass source in the apical region that models the fusion of secretory vesicles with the plasma membrane. Their model includes a set of coupled algebra and differential equations representing mechanical equilibrium, a Newtonian fluid constitutive equation, and a wall deposition model. An analysis of their model indicates that a single dimensionless parameter explains the observed variability in shapes found in tip-growing cells by accounting for the relative roles of cell wall assembly and expansion. The dimensionless parameter is a/R 0 , where a characterizes the spatial variation of secretion of new wall polymers and R 0 is a characteristic radius of curvature. This model is able to reproduce shapes in morphological studies that are observed in tip-growing cells. Also, this model asymptotically captures the distribution of wall deformation behavior as it transforms from viscous fluid behavior at and near the apex to elastic behavior (represented by high viscosity) in the cylindrical region removed from the apex by assuming a cylindrical shape. Included in this work is a description of the multiscale modeling issues that arise in describing the expansive growth of cell walls.
Dyson and Jensen [20] apply the model of Green and Friedman [26] that considers the wall to be a thin axisymmetric membrane of viscous fluid reinforced by embedded cellulose microfibrils. Their model did not include elastic deformations or stresses in the matrix material (the fluid membrane) but they did include infinitesimal elastic stretching of the microfibrils. Also their model included a microfibril model that allows consideration of the effect of changing microfibril orientation within the wall and across the wall thickness. The evolution equation for the microfibril direction vector a (derived in Green and Friedman [26] ) is ∂a ∂t
where U is the material velocity vector and e is the rate of strain tensor defined as
Defining a fibril source term G(x, t) the evolution equation for the microfibril density ρ is
Defining a mass source term F (x, t) the viscous sheet must satisfy conservation of mass
and conservation of momentum 9) where the Cauchy stress is related to the fiber orientation and the strain rate by the constitutive model
Here µ 0 is the usual viscosity for a Newtonian fluid and µ 2 , µ 3 may be interpreted as viscosities associated with the presence of the embedded fibers. The term µ 1 a i a j does not depend on the strain rate and it is interpreted as tension in the fiber direction. This term is not an elastic term as the fiber length does not change thus the magnitude of the stress in the fiber does not change but the fiber does reorient thus changing the directions that the stresses are acting. Although cell shapes were not reproduced with this model nor was it validated by comparison to experimental data, it may represent an important addition to the literature with respect to the spatial distribution and mechanical effects of microfibril orientation given the novel approach to tracking the microfiber orientation and distribution.
Dyson et. al. [21] consider the dynamics of the hemicellulose cross-links between the stiff cellulose microfibrils in the wall. They treat the cell wall as an incompressible fluid with a prescribed extensional flow field and examine the strain-enhanced breakage of the cross-links as well as the enzyme-mediated cross-link kinetics. The microfibrils are oriented circumferentially and the cross-links are aligned perpendicular to the microfibrils in the longitudinal direction (the direction of cell wall deformation). The microfibrils and cross-links are deposited at the inner wall and are transported towards the outer wall by the flow field. The flow field is such that as the cross-links move to the outer wall as they are stretched in the longitudinal direction resulting in a non-uniform longitudinal extensional stress in the radial direction with the maximum extensional stress being close to the outer cell wall. As the cross-links approach the outer cell wall the model assumes they fail contributing to longitudinal growth through yielding. The authors also consider enzyme-induced decreases in the amount of cross-link extension before failure. In their model the enzymatic activity is uniform throughout the cell wall. They are able to produce quantitative results consistent with Eq. (2.2) indicating that their microscale description of cross-link kinetics will help advance the understanding of plant cell wall growth. The authors of this work make the pertinent observation that microscale models of the type presented here will be useful for multiscale models such as that of Huang et al. [32] (reviewed below). The model proposed by Ortega [49] is similar to this model in some respects. Both models conclude that the cross-links bear more of the load as they move towards the outer cell wall. The model proposed by Ortega [49] differs in that the induced wall loosening activity is high at the inner wall surface and decreases through the cell wall thickness towards the outer cell wall; see Section 5 of this review.
Irreversible and Elastic Wall Deformations.
The models described above generally employ a constitutive equation in which the stress depends on the rate of strain but not on the strain itself, effectively neglecting the load bearing capacity of the wall's elasticity. While the models described above are capable of producing wall shapes observed in cells with walls, they cannot be used to completely describe the mechanics in the wall. Importantly, the effective constitutive equations for each of the models described above cannot reproduce the experimentally results obtained from an in vivo stress relaxation experiment (Fig. 1) and an in vivo creep experiment (Fig. 2) . A complete description of the wall mechanics must include the wall elasticity and in many cases address the difficulties associated with finite deformations.
Finite deformation constitutive models that include elastic deformation as well as irreversible deformation and that are similar to models of elastic-plastic deformation in engineering material science have recently received attention. A fundamental kinematic quantity appearing in finite deformation mechanics is the deformation gradient, which is a mapping of the undeformed configuration to the deformed configuration and is defined for a material particle as
where x is coordinate of a material point in the deformed configuration and X is the coordinate of the same material particle in the reference (undeformed) configuration. Such models utilize a decomposition of the deformation gradient suggested by Rodriguez et al. [66] as a product of an elastic component with an irreversible (growth) component.
This mapping may be interpreted as growth represented by a mapping, F G , from the reference configuration to an intermediate stress-free configuration followed by a mapping, F E , to the final configuration.
One of the attractive features of this decomposition is that it facilitates representation of residual stresses commonly found in growing tissue. [2] . The first criticism also applies to elastic-plastic modeling of engineering materials using the same decomposition of the deformation gradient but with F G replace by F P , where F P represents plastic deformation. The second criticism is an added complexity faced by analysts who are considering material addition. The elastic component of the overall deformation is usually modeled as a hyperelastic material with constitutive equation
where S is the second Piola-Kirchoff stress, Ψ is the elastic strain energy and C E is the right Cauchy-Green strain tensor defined as
14)
The second Piola-Kirchoff stress and the Cauchy (physical) stress are related by
where J = det(F E ). The mechanical equilibrium equation is 16) where the derivatives are taken with respect to the deformed configuration. The analyst wishing to use this formulation must specify the elastic constitutive equation(s), i.e. the strain energy, for the elastic components of the material. A constitutive model for the irreversible (growth) component of the deformation is also required. A major difficulty with this formulation is that unlike small displacement formulations the coordinates of material particles in the deformed configuration are not known a-priori and must be found through an iterative process typically requiring the full machinery of the finite element method for large deformations. Given the mathematical difficulties associated with this formulation, analytic solutions for boundary value problems where the loads are prescribed and the deformations and stresses are found through solution of the model equations do not exist. It is possible to specify the elastic and growth components of the deformation and then determine the resulting stresses and required loads using the constitutive and equilibrium equations. This inverse approach is a standard method to examining the behavior of constitutive models in nonlinear mechanics and examples of this approach applied to a left heart ventricle and to bone tissue may be found in Rodriguez et al. [66] . Chaplain [11] used this inverse approach to analyze an elastic model for mature (non-growing) walls composed of microfibrils embedded in a matrix. The wall is considered to be a hyperelastic incompressible thin membrane with the matrix and the microfibrils represented by separate strain energy functions. The main idea is that the strain energy function for the microfibrils is chosen to provide increased stiffening as the wall deforms. Existing experimental data suggests this to be the case and the physical explanation is that the microfibrils do not come under tension until the wall has experienced some deformation. The strain energy function is decomposed into the strain energy for the matrix material and the strain energy for the fibers as
where both strain energies are variants of the Ogden model given by
Chaplain considered single term (n = 1) strain energy functions for both the matrix material and the fibers. The stiffening effect in the fibers was modeled in a phenomenological manner by choosing µ 1 and α 1 to be 'sigmoidal' functions of the principal stretches, i.e. functions that transition from a minimum (relaxed fiber state) to a maximum (stretched fiber state). The strain energy function for the matrix material considers µ 1 and α 1 to be constant parameters. Spherical and cylindrical walls were considered and the resulting symmetry and thin membrane approximation allows the use of simplified expressions in terms of principal stretches. The internal (turgor) pressure is introduced through mechanical equilibrium and the resulting pressure-extension curves are qualitatively in agreement with experimental data. The phenomenological microfibril model used does not consider the micofibril orientation but this work does show that the stiffening effect of the microfibrils can be modeled in an approach that properly treats material isotropy and frame invariance in a finite deformation setting.
Vandiver and Goriely [75] applied the inverse approach to study the axial growth of cylindrical structures in plants including different strain energy functions in the inner and outer regions of the cylindrical shape. The strain energy functions used were Neo-Hookean strain energy for the inner region
and a Fung type strain energy for a stiffening material 20) where I 1 is the first invariant (the trace) of the Cauchy-Green strain tensor and µ and ν are material parameters. A subtle feature of this inverse approach is that since F G is specified, a constitutive model for F G is not required. A constitutive model for F G would be required if the full boundary value problem is to be solved, i.e. if the analyst wishes to prescribe a pressures on a cell wall and determine the resulting deformation and stresses due to growth and elastic response. Development of constitutive models for growth requires experimental data as is succinctly stated in the following phrase from Rodriguez et al. [66] '. . . the highest priority is the requirement for experimental data to develop an appropriate form of a constitutive law for growth.' Huang et al. [32] employ the finite deformation formulation described above including a constitutive model for F G where the wall is composed of a matrix of an isotropic material within which directed microfibrils are embedded. This approach was inspired by the approach used by Gasser et al. [22] in modeling arterial layers. They decompose growth into an isochoric (volume preserving) growth, volumetric expansion and irreversible extension of the microfibrils. The constitutive model is expressed in terms
, where L G is the velocity gradient given in terms of
Their constitutive model was obtained using the principle of maximum dissipation [71] in a manner similar to corresponding models for plastic deformation in engineering mechanical behavior, and is expressed in the intermediate frame in terms of rates of effective viscoplastic strains,λ, and overstress functions, Φ,
where the first term is the isochoric growth, the second term is the volumetric expansion and the third term is the irreversible extension of the microfibrils. The first term in this constitutive equation may be viewed as a finite deformation generalization of Eq. (3.3) from Dumais et al. [19] , while the second term is a model for volumetric expansion that necessarily includes material addition and does not assume a priori a constant wall thickness. The third term models the anisotropy due to the presence of microfibrils. In this expression the viscoplastic strains are proportional to the overstress functions and the coefficients of proportionality are material constants that must be provided. The overstress functions are related to the distance of the current stress to the yield function in stress space. The yield functions move due to hardening (and softening) and the hardening models for the isochoric growth and volumetric expansion are arrived at by consideration of new covalent and hydrogen bonds forming new cross-links. The model for irreversible expansion of the microfibrils is a finite deformation extension of the model of Spencer [72] . The inclusion of directed microfibers in a finite deformation framework allows the effects of microfibril reorientation to be represented in the model. The initial microfibril orientation is represented by the unit vector a 0 and the reoriented microfibril direction is represented by a, where a = F a 0 . Thus the deformation gradient contains the information necessary to follow the reoriented fibers. The approach used in this work satisfies the continuum mechanics based restriction of frame invariance and allows for the proper treatment of the symmetry properties of the materials composing the cell wall. The constitutive model used may be viewed as a three-dimensional local representation of the MaxwellBingham model that provides the theoretical foundation for the global Augmented Growth Equation, Eq. (2.5). This model includes oriented microfibrils, wall loosening and hardening through the wall thickness, and anisotropic material properties and growth thus representing a significant step forward in the modeling of the mechanics of plant cell wall growth. The authors demonstrate the efficacy of their model in a series of simulations representing cell wall growth by comparing simulation results to experimental results for internode cells of C. corallina. These simulations include the elastic deformation of the microfibrils. Some of the simulations reproduced experimental results from Proseus et al. [63] ( Fig. 2 in this paper ) that have been accurately described by the Augmented Growth Equations. As described earlier, the underlying local constitutive model for the Augmented Growth Equations is the Maxwell-Bingham viscoelastic model. The hyperelastic and rate dependent viscoplastic model used in this work is a three dimensional finite deformation extension of the Maxwell-Bingham viscoelastic model thus it is not surprising that there is good agreement with experimental data that has been accurately described by the Augmented Growth Equations.
System models for growth rate regulation
Expansive growth rate of pollen tubes have been extensively studied. These single elongating cells exhibit tip growth and oscillatory growth, i.e. the elongation growth rate oscillates in time with a steady amplitude and frequency [12] . Thus these single cells are excellent candidates for investigation in growth rate regulation. It was experimentally observed that cytosolic calcium concentration and secretory vesicle density at the growing tip oscillate at the same frequency as the growth rate, but all are have a different phase [31, 40, 58] . In addition it was shown that inhibition of calcium channels produce a change in growth rate frequency [23] . Recent mathematical models employ a feedback loop to describe the growth rate oscillations observed in pollen tubes.
Kroeger et al. [33, 34] constructed models that describe growth rate oscillations of pollen tubes. The predicted results are qualitatively consistent with experimental results. Their models feature a feedback loop that couples the wall mechanical properties (changes in wall viscosity by deposition of new wall material) and wall deformation behavior (irreversible deformation and wall thinning) with the dynamics of biological processes such as stretch-activation of calcium channels and secretion of wall material to the inner wall. The two models can be considered to be system models because coupled equations are provided for the many interrelated mechanical, biological, and chemical processes that are thought to be associated with manipulating the wall's mechanical properties and thus the elongation growth rate. The more recent model [34] employs the constitutive equation for a Bingham fluid to obtain a relationship between the strain rate of the wall (∂ε/∂t) and the effective wall stress (σ − σ y )
where F has the units of the inverse of dynamic viscosity. This constitutive equation replaces Darcy's law that was used in the previous model [33] . The subsequent equations describing the dynamics of the biochemical reactions leading to delivery of wall pectin polymers and changes in wall properties are the same in both models Kroeger et al. [33, 34] . The wall stress is related to the turgor pressure by the equilibrium equation, σ = P r/(2h), where r is the wall curvature and h is the wall thickness. The strain rate is related to the average elongation growth rate, V , by
where s is the curvilinear coordinate describing the position on the arc beginning at the tube's pole, v(s) is the velocity at each point on the wall arc, and S is the arc length. The rate of change in wall thickness, ∂h/∂t, is modeled as the difference of rate of new wall deposition and the rate of wall thinning due to irreversible deformation (expansion)
where wall deposition rate by vesicle secretion (exocytosis) is assumed to be proportional to the cytosolic calcium concentration, C, so a 2 is a constant of proportionality. The rate of change of the calcium concentration near the membrane is described as
where A is the membrane area, V ol is the volume of the apex, J m is the calcium ion influx through the calcium channel and J r is the rate by which calcium ion are sequestered by cell organelles within the cytoplasm. The calcium channels are stretch-activated so the conductance is dependent of the membrane stress, σ m
and
where D is the diffusion constant, a 3 is a constant, and σ c is the critical stress. The membrane stress is described in terms of the membrane strain rate (same as the wall strain rate) and dynamic surface viscosity, η,
The wall extensibility is considered to be the inverse of the wall viscosity, µ. The rate of change in wall viscosity is described as an average of the highly viscous pectin (after de-esterification), µ, and the less viscous pectin that was just secreted to the inner wall, µ s
where µ eq is the maximum value that is obtained through de-esterification of the pectin monomers.
The results of the simulations predict oscillations in growth rate, wall thickness, cytoplasmic calcium concentration, and wall viscosity. The predicted phase shift of the oscillation in calcium concentration is approximately 51
• behind the growth rate, near the range obtained experimentally (10
• ). This model was used to evaluate the average growth rate, variation of oscillation period as a function of turgor pressure, and the relationship between secretion rate and the amplitude of the oscillations. Also, the simulations showed that for very short transient turgor pressure changes the instantaneous growth rate is directly proportional to the turgor pressure when the constitutive equation for a Maxwell viscoelastic model is used,
where E is the elastic modulus. Koeger et al. [34] correctly use the constitutive equation for a Maxwell viscoelastic model to study instantaneous growth rate when the turgor pressure is changing, because temporal changes in turgor pressure will produces temporal changes the wall stresses. This system model may be improved if the constitutive equation for a Bingham Maxwell viscoelastic model, instead of the constitutive equation for a Bingham fluid, were employed for other simulations because the wall stresses are changing with time, even though the turgor pressure is constant. As the simulations demonstrate, wall thickness and wall viscosity both oscillate in time, thus producing temporal changes in the wall stresses. Also, the previous model that employed Darcy's law [33] to study the relationship between the growth rate frequency, extracellular calcium concentration, and calcium channel density within the plasma membrane may be improved by employing the constitutive equation for a Bingham Maxwell viscoelastic model. Importantly, the authors emphasize the need to conduct more experimental research to validate their models and its many mechanical and biological components. In spite of the need for experimental validation, these models represent an important step forward by modeling the interrelated physical, mechanical, biological, and chemical processes involved in the regulation of growth and growth rate of cells with walls. Perhaps these models will inspire targeted experimental investigations that will lead to experimental validation for individual component models of individual processes and for the overall system model. Rojas et al. [69] develop a constitutive relationship based on a molecular mechanism that is incorporated into a system model that explores the relationship between the deposition of wall polymers and wall deformation. In this model the wall deformation is considered to be the result of a chemo-rheological process where the effective viscosity of the wall is determined by a chemical reaction. They formulate a mechanism for expansive growth of pollen tubes in which deposition of wall material causes turnover of cross-links between wall polymers and wall deformation is related to the rate of turnover of cross-links. The polymeric network comprising the wall is modeled as a cubic lattice of linear springs representing the cross-links with mesh size ξ and spring constantk. An expression for the uniaxial stress is
where χ = ∞ 0 ρ(ε) dε is the concentration of the cross-links given the probability density of attached springs per unit volume, ρ(ε), and ε is the average elastic strain of the springs. The constitutive model is obtained by setting the time derivative of the uniaxial stress to zero and assuming that the rate of cross-link dissociation per unit volume isχ = −k d r d χ, where r d is the concentration of the de-esterified species and k d is a rate constant. The resulting constitutive model iṡ
This model is applied to biaxial stress states by assuming that the strain in direction i may be related to the stresses in the i and j direction through the linear elastic relationship
and this is substituted into the biaxial version of the constitutive model to obtaiṅ
Equation (4.13) has the desirable property that as r d → 0,ε i → 0 and the material becomes elastic with stresses related to strains by Equation (4.12). Thus model includes both irreversible and elastic deformation. There is a conceptual difficulty with this model development in that the lattice model has zero stress rates while the extension to the biaxial case includes non-zero stress rates. The final form of this constitutive model may be characterized as Newtonian-like fluid with effective viscosity µ eff =k
and with the strain and stresses related algebraically through a linear elastic relationship with effective Young's modulus E eff =k ξ χ.
The system model uses geometry similar to Dumais et al. [19] and includes a rate equation for the dynamics of the pectin chemistry in terms of the rate of change of the concentration of the de-esterified speciesṙ
Here r e is the concentration of the esterified species, k e is a rate constant, ε A is the areal strain given by ε A = ε i + ε j , D is the deposition rate, δ is the wall thickness, v s is the meridional velocity and s is the coordinate in the meridional direction. The first term on the right hand side represents de-esterification, and the next three terms represent cross-linking, deposition and convection. The wall stresses are found from the same equilibrium expressions (given by Equation (3.4)) as in Dumais et al. [19] and the material velocities are related to the strain rates in a manner similar to Dumais et al. [19] . The rate of change of the wall thickness is determined from mass conservation with deposition, mechanical thinning and advectionδ
The model is closed by assuming the deposition rate is regulated through a negative feedback loop of the form
This model reproduces the morphologies of growing pollen tubes. Furthermore, the model predicts growth oscillations that are consistent with experimental results and provides insight to the production of growth oscillations through the mechanism of deposition rate regulation. The molecular model is based on the calcium pectate chemistry model previously proposed by Proseus and Boyer [7, 62] . The overall system model is a promising step in the analysis of the coupled mechanisms of wall deformation and deposition including wall loosening and the elastic response. The constitutive model is similar to Dumais et al. [19] in that the mechanical aspects of growth are modeled as a flow process with stress related to strain rates but it does not consider anisotropic material behavior as in Dumais et al. [19] . The mechanical constitutive model includes the transition from irreversible deformation in the early stages of growth to elastic deformation in the later stages of growth as the concentration of the de-esterified species (r d ) vanishes. Given this, it may be that future modifications of this model can represent the physics elucidated by in vivo stress relaxation and in vivo creep experiments.
Other investigators have developed mathematical models that relate calcium dynamics and growth behavior for pollen tubes, and which employ feedback loops [37, 78] . In all of these models, many assumptions are made and equations employed that must be validated experimentally. In most models, the inclusion and sequencing of the biological processes in the hypothesized system model also need experimental validation.
Conceptual considerations for future models
All the mathematical models reviewed in this article, with one exception [21] , assume that the mechanical properties and mechanical deformation behavior are uniform throughout the thickness of the wall. However, an overview of what is known about the relationships between wall deposition, wall mechanical properties, and elongation growth rate of internode algal cells, pollen tubes, and fungal sporangiophores indicates that this assumption may not accurately represent the growing wall. Prior research indicates that the elongation rates of algal cells, pollen tubes, and fungal cells depend on the magnitude of the mass flow of wall polymers delivered to the inner wall [3, 6, 7, 12, 25, 62, 77] . Prior pressure probe experiments [14, 15, 47, 49, 55, 63, 64] demonstrate that magnitude of elongation growth rate depends on (a) the wall's ability to extend irreversibly (related to the magnitude of φ in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5)), (b) the area of wall that extends irreversibly (related to the length of the growth zone, L g ), and (c) the magnitude of the effective stress within the wall, (which is related to the magnitude of P − P C in Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5)).
Wall polymers and other wall materials are released to the inner wall surface from the plasma membrane via exocytosis in plant, algal, and fungal cells. So all biological materials that promote wall loosening, irreversible wall deformation, assembly and incorporation of new polymers into the wall, are introduced to the wall at the inner surface only. The outer wall surface is relatively inert with respect to deposition, incorporation, and assembly of new wall materials. The different biological boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces of the wall will create a gradient of wall mechanical properties across the wall thickness. The wall near the inner surface will experience more wall loosening and irreversible deformation than the wall near the outer surface. In contrast, the wall near the outer surface will experience more elastic deformation, thus supporting more or most of the wall stresses generated by the turgor pressure.
The magnitude of the gradient of wall mechanical properties and wall deformation behavior will depend on the magnitude of the mass flow of wall polymers and wall loosening agents delivered to the inner wall. To illustrate how different mass flows produce different gradients of mechanical properties and deformation behavior across the wall thickness, consider two sporangiophores growing in the vertical direction, i.e. elongating (Fig. 3) . Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of two stage IVb sporangiophores showing the growth zone lengths and cross-sections of the wall within respective growth zones for two cases, when the mass flow of wall materials (wall polymers and wall loosening agents) delivered to the inner cell wall are large (A) and small (B). The wall thickness is the difference in diameter between the outer and inner surface of the wall (Fig. 3, A and B) , and is considered to be the same for these two cases. The concentric areas with different shades of green show the hypothesized wall loosening from the inner surface to the outer surface of the wall. The inner most circular area (colored yellow) represents the protoplast of the sporangiophore.
The next concentric area (moving from the inner wall to the outer wall) is very light green in color and represents the wall cross-section where a large amount of wall loosening occurs. It is envisioned that mostly irreversible deformation occurs in this area. This is the area where most stress relaxation occurs, and so new and old wall components can chemically interact in a somewhat low-stress environment. The local constitutive equation that could represent the mechanical behavior of the wall in this area is that of a Bingham fluid. The corresponding global biophysical equation is Eq. (2.2).
The next concentric area (light green) represents the wall cross-section where there is less wall loosening and cross links between newly synthesized and existing microfibrils are forming and incorporating the new polymers into the wall. It is thought that in this concentric area the wall deformation and intermolecular displacement are beginning to load the matrix cross links that have formed between the new and old wall microfibrils, creating more stresses within the wall. It is envisioned that both irreversible and elastic wall deformations occur in this area, and both φ and ε have finite values. The underlying local constitutive equation that could represent the mechanical behavior of the wall this area is that of a Maxwell-Bingham viscoelastic model [45] . The corresponding biophysical global equation is Eq. (2.5).
mass flow of wall-building molecules delivered to the inner cell wall. Figure  3 is a schematic illustration of two stage IVb sporangiophores showing growth zone lengths and cross-sections of the wall within respective growth zones for two cases, when the mass flow of wall-building molecules delivered to the inner cell wall is large (A) and small (B). The wall thickness is the difference in diameter between the outer and inner surface of the wall (Fig. 3, A and B) . The concentric areas with different shades of green show the hypothesized wall loosening from the inner surface, where wall-building molecules that catalyze wall loosening are delivered via exocytosis, to the outer surface of the wall. The inner most circular area (colored yellow) represents the protoplast of the sporangiophore. The outer concentric area (darker green) represents the wall cross-section where very little or no wall loosening is occurring. It is thought that the cross-links between microfibils are well formed and load bearing. Most of the elastic deformation within the growth zone occurs in this area and the mechanical properties are predominately characterized by ε. The underlying local constitutive equation that could represent the mechanical behavior of the wall this area is that of an elastic solid. The corresponding biophysical global equation is (dV cwc /dt) = (1/ε)(dP/dt).
It is envisioned that when the mass flow of wall polymers and wall loosening agents delivered to the inner cell wall is large (Fig. 3 A) , the larger number of transporting vesicles interact with a larger area of the plasma membrane and a longer growth zone, L g , is produced, compared to the growth zone length when the mass flow of vesicles is smaller (Fig. 3 B) . Also, the very light green concentric area adjacent to the protoplast is larger when the mass flow is large (Fig. 3 A) compared to the respective area when the mass flow is smaller (Fig. 3 B) . This implies that the cross-sectional area of wall that exhibits a large amount of wall loosening and irreversible wall deformation (i.e. a large φ) is also larger when the mass flow of wall polymers and wall loosening agents is larger, Fig. 3 A compared to Fig. 3 B. The larger magnitudes of L g and φ will increase the elongation growth rate if the magnitude of the effective turgor pressure, P − P C , remains relatively constant. This predicted behavior of the biophysical variables, L g , and φ, is consistent with those values measured when elongation growth rate increases [47, 49] .
In contrast, the outer concentric area (darker green) is smaller for the case when mass flow of wall polymers and wall loosening agents is large (Fig. 3 A) compared to the respective area when mass flow rate is small (Fig. 3 B) . Because this is the region where the cross links between the new and old microfibrils are load bearing, it is thought that mostly elastic deformation occurs in this region and the elastic properties of this region are characterized by the magnitude of ε. Interestingly, it may be that this outer region is where most of the stress develops that must be exceeded before irreversible deformation can occur and may manifest itself as the magnitude of P C . This idea could explain the experimental findings that ε and P C decreases in magnitude when the elongation rate increases for the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus [47, 49] .
In terms of the biophysical variables within the Augmented Growth Equations, this conceptual model predicts that if the mass flow of wall polymers and wall loosening agents delivered to the inner wall surface increases, then the inner concentric area (very light green and representing an region where a large amount of wall loosening occurs) increases, and L g , φ, and elongation rate increase. Concomitantly, the outer concentric area (darker green and representing a region where the cross links between microfibrils are load bearing) decreases, and the magnitudes of ε and P C decreases. The predicted behaviors of the magnitudes of L g , φ, P C , ε and elongation rates are consistent with the measured behaviors of the respective biophysical variables for the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus [47, 49] . The conceptual model (Fig. 3) can explain why growing cell walls exhibit both irreversible and elastic deformation and why the biophysical global constitutive equations require terms for both irreversible wall deformation and elastic wall deformation.
The changing mechanical properties along the length of the growth zone of the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus [1] can be explained by this conceptual model. Prior research has shown that the longitudinal mechanical extensibility and irreversible deformation is largest in the upper region of the growth zone (nearest the sporangium) for stage IVb sporangiophores and continually decreases toward the lower regions of the growth zone [1] . Below the growth zone the mechanical extensibility is small and all the deformation is elastic [1] . It is hypothesized that most new wall polymers and wall loosening agents are delivered to the inner wall surface in the upper region of the growth zone near the sporangium. The newly added wall polymers 'migrate' down the growth zone because more new wall polymers are added above it as irreversible wall deformation continually thins the wall above it. Concomitantly, the added wall polymers moves toward the outer surface because new wall polymers are laid over it while the wall is deforming and thinning. Thus, the newly added wall polymers move down the growth zone and toward the outer surface as matrix cross-links between microfibrils are being made and becoming load bearing. Now the added wall polymers are cross-linked to microfibrils and undergo elastic deformation as they approach the bottom of the growth zone and the outer surface. This process predicts that the lower end of the growth zone (farthest from the apical tip or sporangium) will be below the lowest region of exocytosis. Furthermore, it is predicted that the lower region of the growth zone will gradually exhibit a smaller amount of irreversible deformation and a larger amount of elastic deformation. The predicted behavior of irreversible and elastic deformation along the length of the growth zone is consistent with the mechanical behavior measured experimentally [1] .
Elongation growth fluctuation and growth jumps observed during elongation growth of the sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus can be explained with this conceptual model. During the process described above, if the local stress in a small portion of the wall grows to become exceptionally large (stress concentration) and exceeds the strength of the cross links that are bearing most of the load, those cross links will break causing a sudden dislocation. If the dislocation occurs over a relatively large region it will cause an elongation fluctuation or perhaps even a jump. The dislocation will load other cross links that were not previously loaded and reduce the large local stress by distributing it to surrounding regions i.e. other cross links. It is envisioned that the stress is not uniformly distributed throughout the volume of the cell wall and that large local stresses can build up randomly and somewhat regularly, giving rise to somewhat random and frequent wall dislocations and producing elongation growth fluctuations. Also, it is thought that occasionally the local stress is exceedingly large, causing a large wall dislocation, giving rise to an elongation jump that is occasionally observed during elongation growth. This effect also appears in the model by Dyson et al. [21] as a strain enhanced breakage of longitudinally oriented cross-links between the transversally oriented microfibrils.
Transversely oriented microfibrils embedded in the wall matrix before the dislocation would become more longitudinally oriented during the dislocation. The longitudinal orientation will allow the microfibrils to support more longitudinal loads thus stopping the longitudinal dislocation. This process indicates that the microfibrils will become more longitudinally oriented toward the lower end of the growth zone. This prediction is consistent with fibril reorientation hypothesis previously used to explain left-handed helical growth in stage I and stage IVb sporangiophores of P. blakesleeanus [50, 54] and consistent with experimental evidence that indicates the microfibrils are randomly oriented in the transverse direction in the upper regions of the growth zone and more orderly oriented in the longitudinally direction below the growth zone [10, 67, 68] . Analysis of the reorientation of microfibrils embedded in an elastic-plastic material is facilitated by the use of finite deformation continuum models such as that of Huang et al. [32] .
The different biological boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces of the wall, and the resulting gradient of mechanical properties, will also produce a gradient of stress across the thickness of the wall. It is hypothesized that wall stresses are smallest near the inner surface where wall loosening is largest. Larger stresses develop in regions of the wall where cross-links between microfibrils are load bearing (i.e. the elastic region). Because it is hypothesized that the elastic region is predominately located in the outer portion of the wall thickness, then the "effective thickness", δ eff , of the wall that supports most of the stresses produced by the turgor pressure is smaller than the measured wall thickness. This implies that the wall stresses are larger than those calculated using the measured wall thickness. Also, this hypothesis predicts that the δ eff of the wall will decrease in magnitude as the irreversible wall extensibility and elongation growth rate increase. Furthermore, because the wall stress increase as δ eff decreases, it is predicted that the frequency and magnitude of intermolecular dislocation, and fluctuations in elongation growth rate, will be larger for fast growing sporangiophores compared to slow growing sporangiophores. Future experiments will be conducted to evaluate this prediction.
Conclusions and future research
Models for growth rate, growth rate regulation, and morphogenesis of plant, algal, and fungal cells are beginning to address the many challenges presented by this interdisciplinary and multi-scale problem. In models addressing morphogenesis, computational tools developed in the field of continuum mechanics are modified to model the anisotropic mechanical properties and behavior of the wall during expansive growth. In some models that address growth rate regulation, underlying biological and molecular mechanisms obtained from experimental studies are beginning to be incorporated in the models.
Generally, the best mathematical models produce growth behaviors that are consistent with experimental results, explain and provide insight to underlying mechanisms and principles, and predict new phenomena that can be explored experimentally and theoretically. Presently, even though a great deal of progress has been made, the mathematical models are in early stages of development and many problems are yet to be solved in a meaningful way, so that they can accurately model the physical, biological, and chemical processes involved and can make new prediction that can be explored experimentally and theoretically. For example, some of the models that address morphogenesis generate computational artifacts that control morphogenesis and do not relate to physical or biological processes. Some models do not explicitly couple cell wall structure with mechanical properties. Other models do not address wall deposition and assembly in a meaningful way. Many models do not explicitly model irreversible and elastic deformations. Also, many of the equations representing mechanical, biological, and chemical processes in system models addressing growth rate regulation need experimental validation.
Future models of the anisotropic wall properties and anisotropic wall deformation behavior should more explicitly reflect wall architecture and structure. Modeling the associated biological processes together with the wall deformation is just beginning, but this work can provide the foundation for more complete "system models" of expansive growth in the future. Modelling the underlying molecular mechanism(s) of wall deformations could provide valuable insight into both morphogenesis and growth rate regulation, and may suggest new experiments to be conducted for validation purposes and conceptual insight.
This review of mathematical models for expansive growth, morphogenesis, and growth rate regulation of cells with walls highlights the need for more relevant experimental studies to validate new equations used to model individual processes within the system models and to elucidate the mechanisms of individual processes (e.g. wall loosening, wall hardening, polymer incorporation and assembly, etc.). Importantly, more of the mathematical models need to be validated by existing experimental results. It is interesting and important to recognize that of all the models reviewed, only the Augmented Growth Equations (Eqs. (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6)) have reproduced the results presented in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , and only the model by Huang et al. [32] has reproduced the results presented in Fig. 2 . As these models develop it is expected that they will be used to predict new growth behavior and provide important insight into underlying growth processes, as well as reproduce natural growth behavior and growth behavior previously obtained experimentally. In order to achieve these objectives it is important that the models are able to reproduce the experimental results obtained from in vivo stress relaxation experiments (Fig. 1) and the in vivo creep experiments (Fig. 2) to provide evidence that the model obeys the underlying physics measured experimentally. This validation is paramount for all mathematical models of morphogenesis and growth rate regulation if they are to be employed to predict new results to be further explored analytically and experimentally. Eventually all variables and parameters (their magnitudes and behavior) used in the mathematical models must be verified experimentally.
Finally, another area that should warrant additional consideration is modelling the gradient of stress, mechanical properties, and deformation behavior that must exist across the wall thickness. Although the primary wall is thin (0.1 − 1.0 µm), the biological boundary conditions on the inside and outside surfaces are very different. On the inside wall surface adjacent to the plasma membrane there is a constant influx (via exocytosis) of new wall polymers and biologically active molecules that can promote wall loosening, wall hardening, and wall assembly. In addition, microfibrils are synthesized adjacent to the inner wall surface (on the outside surface of the plasma membrane), where they are incorporated and assembled into the inner wall surface along with relevant matrix polymers. New microfibrils and influx of new wall materials and biologically active molecules are generally absent on the outer surface of the cell wall. The very different biological boundary conditions on the inner and outer surfaces create a gradient of wall chemical activity that translated to a gradient of wall mechanical properties across the wall thickness. The gradient of wall mechanical properties will result in different deformation behavior and stress distribution across the wall thickness. The conceptual biological model for sporangiophore elongation growth presented in Section 5 (and illustrated in Fig. 3) indicate that significant insight into many features of expansive growth may be obtained by recognizing that the mechanical properties, deformation behavior, and stress distribution are not uniform across the wall thickness. It is apparent that the stress distribution within the wall can, and probably does, change with a change of influx of new wall material, even when the turgor pressure is constant. This requires the use of a local constitutive equation that includes the elastic deformation term even in the cases when the turgor pressure is constant. Future models that account for these different biological boundary conditions on the inner and outer wall surface, and the gradients they produce, may yield new insights that will provide the foundation for better and more insightful mathematical models of expansive growth of cells with walls.
The recent growth models of cells with walls exhibit the potential for significant advancement in the areas of morphogenesis and growth rate regulation. Even though many problems and challenges remain, it is apparent that a great deal of progress has been achieved. These exciting and challenging interdisciplinary and multi-scale problems have attracted investigators from many disciplines and they are bringing many mathematical, physical, biological, and chemical tools to address these problems. It is apparent that the solutions to these many problems and challenges can be facilitated by strong collaborations between investigators coming from diverse disciplines.
